
Глагол «to get». Пять важных фраз, которые Вам надо знать! 
  
 
  

Hi, guys! As you might know the verb «to get получать» is one of the most popular word in spoken English. There are so 

many meanings and set phrases with this word. I think, that nobody knows all of them really=) 

At this article I'll tell you about five most common meanings and phrases with the word «get». It's very important to know 

them if you wanna speak English easily. 

Five good phrases with the verb «to get». 

1) «to get» in the meaning «to go, to come, to arrive». For example, if you wanna say that you come somewhere, you can say: 

«I got home». It means "I came home" 

I usualy get to work at 9 am (I usualy come to job at 9 am.) 

Yesterday I worked till 6 pm, then I got to  university. I got home late in the evening. 

(Yesterday I worked till 6 pm, then I went to university. I came home late in the evening) 

Our train  got to the station. (Our train arrived to the station) 

Native speakers often use this word in the conversation. So use it too. 

  

2) «To get» can mean «to understand». If you understand something or somebody you can say: 

I get it. (I understand it) 

I get you. (I understand you) 

I'm sorry, but I don't get it. (I'm sorry, but I don't understand it) 

I've not got it. Could you repeat, please? 

(I've not understood it. Could you repeat, please?) 

Если Вы объясняете кому-нибудь что-либо, вы можете спросить собеседника: 

«You get it?» or just "Get it?" 

it'd mean "Do you understand it?" 

It's a popular phrase in Spoken English and very useful. So, use it. 

  

3) "To get used to do something". It means «I fell into a habit» For example: 
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I got used to wake up so early in the morning. 

I got used to such a work schedule. 

I have to get used to it. 

I'll get used to this new house, don't worry. 

It's an extremely important phrase to know! 

  

4) "To get rid of something". It means «To throw something off» For example: 

You have to get rid of these old clothes! (You have to throw these old clothes away!) 

I can't get rid of this habit. (I can't stop doing it) 

I got rid of all the furniture in my house. 

Please, get rid of this car. 

Very useful and good phrase. 

  

5) The last one is "to get on". If you're in a good relationship with somebody, you can say: 

I get on well with my colleagues. (I'm in a good relationship with my colleagues) 

I get on well with my parents. 

I get on badly with my classmates. (I'm not in a good relationship with my classmates) 

That's it, guys. Don't forget about these phrases. Practice your English and use them;) 

  

Keep learning English and take care! 

 

 


